THE FALLACY OF “CLEAN COAL”

The term “clean coal” is used to refer to burning coal in a way that reduces emissions or otherwise lessens coal’s environmental impact. “Clean coal” technology includes “washing” coal of minerals and other polluting components, gasification, and treating flue gases to lessen sulfur dioxide (SO₂), nitrogen oxide (NOₓ), and mercury emissions. In the context of climate change, the term “clean coal” is used most frequently as shorthand for technology that makes burning coal more efficient and/or decreases its CO₂ emissions. “Clean coal” continues to have an extremely detrimental environmental impact through mining, water use, worker conditions and deaths, landscape destruction, and the emission of air pollutants with localized effects, including SO₂.

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is the technology that purports to permit the continued burning of coal without incurring the public health and environmental consequences of associated CO₂ emissions. CCS has three parts: capture, transport, and storage of CO₂. There are three possible ways to capture carbon, but none achieve economic and technological viability. Pre-combustion capture, in which coal is converted into a gas before it is burned and the resulting CO₂ is removed, is efficient in terms of capture but costly to build, and is therefore not widely used.¹ Post-combustion capture, in which CO₂ is removed from plant emissions, is technologically possible but inefficient in terms of capture.² CO₂ comprises only 10-12 percent of emissions from coal-fired power plants, and is expensive to isolate.³ Finally, oxyfuel capture, in which coal is burned in pure oxygen, allows for efficient CO₂ removal but has yet to be operationalized at scale.⁴ Despite the multiple potential forms of carbon capture, the necessary technology is not ready for wide scale adoption; even the Department of Energy (DOE), a CCS proponent, admits that it is not cost effective.⁵

If CO₂ could be captured, it would then have to be transported, primarily via pipelines, to storage sites. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that CO₂ can be piped up to 1000km.⁶ Some pipelines are already in use in the United States,⁷ but much more would have to be constructed to transport CO₂ at the necessary scale—requiring a huge upfront investment.⁸
After transport, the captured CO\textsubscript{2} would have to be stored deep underground. Carbon storage is theoretically possible in depleted oil and gas reserves, unmineable coal seams, deep saline aquifers, oil reserves,\textsuperscript{9} deep saline reservoirs, and ocean waters or seabeds.\textsuperscript{10} Practically, however, many technological and economic barriers remain, limiting its utility as part of the necessary short-term carbon mitigation strategy. The technology has yet to be demonstrated at scale.\textsuperscript{11} Moreover, the long-term nature of storage raises concerns about the feasibility of safe sequestration. Technology has yet to demonstrate that carbon could be safely stored for the centuries and millennia required. Even CCS proponents like the IPCC admit its limitations: the panel found that by 2050, only 30-60 percent of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from electricity generation “could be technically suitable for capture.”\textsuperscript{12} This statistic is revealing: even in the IPCC’s best case scenario, in which the plethora of remaining scientific questions are answered to the benefit of CCS development, only a mid-range of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from the power sector will be eliminated. Putting all other concerns about coal and CCS aside, at best, the technology will be only one part of climate change mitigation. It is not a silver bullet.

**THE DEFENSE OF “CLEAN COAL” AS A CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION STRATEGY**

Despite the lack of science supporting industrial-scale CCS and its limited utility, the technology is still considered by many outside the coal industry to be an important way of reducing CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. The primary reason for CCS’ popularity—besides the strong push from coal lobbyists\textsuperscript{13}—is coal’s abundance and apparent low cost. Coal produces a large percentage of the world’s power supply, and probably will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Coal is particularly abundant in three key countries: the United States, China, and India.\textsuperscript{14} The United States, for example, gets more than half its electricity from coal,\textsuperscript{15} accounting for almost 40 percent of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions,\textsuperscript{16} and a full 78 percent of China’s electricity came from coal in 2006.\textsuperscript{17}

Coal has historically remained consistently and artificially cheap because the price fails to internalize the totality of the resources extraction, production, and combustion costs. This artificial price gives coal a competitive advantage over more expensive natural gas, oil, and renewable options, despite its many environmental and social costs, which are explored in depth below.
Finally, global coal use continues to expand exponentially each year. China alone builds the equivalent of two coal-fired plants every week, adding the electrical generation capacity of the U.K. each year. These new coal-fired plants, accounting for the recent large increase in global CO₂ emissions, increase the growing country’s reliance on coal. India is projected to consume six percent more coal each year, meeting current U.S. usage rates by 2020. The energy demand from modernizing countries like China and India is expected to continue growing unabated into the foreseeable future.

Many believe that unless advances in competitive-cost renewal energy options are developed and widely implemented, the continued and expanded use of coal is inevitable cause of its abundance, low cost, and extensive use by rapidly developing countries. There is evidence to support this belief: A Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) study found that even under a scenario where the world price of carbon is high—and the price of coal reflects this carbon cost—coal use will still increase between 20 and 60 percent, depending on the growth of nuclear power.

Proponents of “clean coal” argue that since coal is such a major contributor to climate change and is likely to remain a important source of electrical power for the foreseeable future, investment in CCS research and development (R&D) is essential. They argue that even if the U.S. stops using coal, India and China will continue to use it to provide for their billions of citizens. As these countries modernize, their per capita energy use is likely to increase dramatically if population and economic growth rates continue to increase unabated. For example, China currently uses only one-fifth of the energy used per capita by developed countries, and India uses only 35 percent of the energy used by China. These numbers are unlikely to remain static and increased demand for energy is expected to create a concurrent rise in coal use and CO₂ emissions. Ignoring the massive energy needs of China and India is unrealistic, CCS advocates maintain. It is more practical to help these countries use their coal as cleanly as possible instead of imposing unworkable requirements on them.

A sustainable energy future cannot ignore the need the developing world has for increased energy access. Yet, even with this increasing demand, a sustainable just energy policy cannot include “clean coal”.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CRITIQUES OF CCS

I. CCS PERPETUATES AND COULD POTENTIALiy INCREASE ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICES RELATED TO COAL USE

The term “clean coal” implies that we can keep consuming coal without suffering any detrimental consequences. The costs of the expected consequences of functional CCS belie this implication. There is no such thing as clean coal; burning coal always costs too much.

CCS is advocated as a climate change mitigation strategy because CCS plants do not emit carbon and increase greenhouse gas pollution through that source. This argument ignores the myriad of other environmental impacts associated with CCS and coal use generally. In addition, it fails to acknowledge the social impact that coal has on communities located near its extraction, processing and burning sites. These communities are still subject to the devastating impacts of coal, even when the carbon created by coal is captured and stored.

In fact, the total social and environmental impacts of coal use may increase with the use of CCS. Even if CCS eventually reduces carbon emissions from coal-burning plants, the long-term impacts of a shift to CCS technology could have unanticipated and far-reaching impacts on the environment that outweigh the benefits of short-term climate change mitigation. CCS technology is inherently more resource-intensive and expensive than conventional coal use. To work most efficiently, carbon capture needs to utilize pre-combustion technology because the CO$_2$ released from conventional coal-fired plants is very dilute. Pre-combustion gasification plants, however, consume 25 percent of the energy they produce, requiring that more coal be mined and burned to sell the same amount of energy.$^{25}$ Another 20 percent of the energy produced is typically consumed in compressing the CO$_2$ for storage.$^{26}$ CCS also uses 90 percent more fresh water than conventional coal-fired plants.$^{27}$ As a result of these inefficiencies, it has been estimated that the adoption of CCS as a primary component of climate change mitigation—as some argue it must be$^{28}$—would require a 33 percent increase in resource consumption and would eliminate improvements in efficiency made in the last 50 years.$^{29}$

Such an increase in coal consumption would negatively impact the communities and ecosystems where coal is mined. The environmental and human costs of coal mining and burning are numerous and well documented.$^{30}$ Briefly, they include the contamination of local air and water with pollutants (including mercury, NO$_x$, SO$_2$, and particulate matter), the violent
destruction of areas containing coal through dynamiting, strip mining, and mountaintop removal, the health risks of black lung disease and mining itself,\textsuperscript{31} and the release of methane, a greenhouse gas 20 times more powerful than CO\textsubscript{2}. All these would increase with the adoption of CCS.

II.  \textbf{THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH CCS ARE TOO HIGH FOR IT TO BE CONSIDERED A VIABLE CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION STRATEGY.}

A tremendous amount of money and ingenuity would be necessary to make CCS a viable solution at the scale needed (assuming that is even technologically possible).\textsuperscript{32} At least a percentage of that cost would inevitably be passed down to consumers, to the particular detriment of low-income communities already suffering from increased energy costs. The true impact of this cost increase is still unknown. The IPCC estimates that CCS could cause electricity prices to increase between 21 and 91 percent.\textsuperscript{33}

CCS supporters advocate for continued government subsidizing of CCS R&D and argue that the government should absorb much of the potential resulting liability.\textsuperscript{34} This government support would be in addition to the $10 billion (2003 dollars) that the DOE has spent on coal since 1978,\textsuperscript{35} and would include increased spending on CCS programs.\textsuperscript{36}

The impact that government financial support has on the development and adoption of wide-scale energy technology cannot be understated. As with any government spending, the money that goes toward coal limits the resources available for other energy R&D. The continued absorption of coal’s financial costs by the federal government through investment in CCS technology will cause investment in renewable energy and efficiency to suffer.\textsuperscript{37} In addition, government investment in CCS restricts financial investments in energy subsidies, green jobs, and efficiency programs that target low-income communities. This unintended consequence is particularly unacceptable for community groups working to position the new “green economy’ as a way to bring jobs and resources to un- and underemployed populations. For these groups and others working to improve environmental, public health, and economic equality, a massive shift in government investments is needed to make alternative energy sources viable. Continuing to invest billions in non-renewable energy sources like CCS diverts funds away from new clean technologies and delays full-scale climate change mitigation strategies.
Coal’s virtue lies in its reliably low price, say its backers. But that price is rising. The price of two important grades of American coal rose 93 percent and 64 percent between March 2007 and 2008. Americans have thus far been insulated from a corresponding increase in their electricity bills because utilities tend to buy coal through long-term contracts, postponing the need to raise prices. However, electricity bills are expected to begin rising soon: in the summer of 2008, an Ohio utility announced a 45 percent rate hike over the next three years, and the Tennessee Valley Authority released plans to increase energy prices by 10 to 20 percent, leading to a $12 to $25 per month increase in customer bills. Such increases can prove devastating to families already struggling to pay for gas to get to work and food to feed their families. In China, rising coal prices in 2008 have made it more economical for many plants to import coal, and its biggest utilities are loosing money because consumer prices are dictated by state regulation. These changes have supported the development of wind power in the country, which has grown at 100 percent per year since 2005.

Coal’s future is far from secure. By building more coal-fired plants of any kind, we are making ourselves dependant on a polluting and unstable source of energy. Renewable and nonpolluting sources, like wind and solar, are available in abundance locally, avoiding the many pitfalls of coal and other carbon-based fuels.

III. CCS STORAGE CREATES UNACCEPTABLE RISKS AND POTENTIAL NEW ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICES

CCS includes a multitude of unacceptable high risks beyond those typically associated with coal-fired power plants. These risks arise from the uncertainty and danger associated with long-term carbon storage and include the potential health impacts of abrupt CO₂ escape, contamination of water supplies, ecosystem destruction, and increased CO₂ emissions from leakage. The environmental burden and potential public health calamity caused by carbon storage particularly concern environmental justice communities. These are the communities have historically borne the burden of housing energy facilities, waste sites, and other undesirable land uses and are likely to bear the burdens and risks of CO₂ storage if CCS is implemented.

While geological constraints would play a part in determining storage sites, history indicates that waste disposal facilities are almost always located in or near communities of color.
and low-income communities. There is no reason to think that CCS facilities will be any different, as wealthier and more powerful communities are likely to organize to ensure CO₂ storage facilities are not located in their neighborhoods. The risks associated with CO₂ storage are real: should CO₂ quickly leak from a storage site, it could asphyxiate residents located nearby. Instances of this event have occurred naturally, such as the 1986 disaster at Lake Nyos in Cameroon. Over a few short hours one night, CO₂ bubbled up from the volcanic-crater lake, killing 1700 people and thousands of animals in the town bordering the lake. Additional public health impacts from CO₂ storage could also occur on a less dramatic scale. For example, surrounding communities would suffer if CO₂ contaminated local drinking water or storage required the destruction of the surrounding environment.

Beyond these real public health risks, potential CO₂ leakage would undermine the entire purpose of CCS plants. The leakage of CO₂ would contribute directly to the climate change CCS is supposed to protect against. Even such a small-scale escape of stored CO₂ might eliminate the gains in CO₂ emissions reductions from CCS. Though the likelihood of such an escape is apparently small, the lack of advanced technology on the subject (as discussed below) leaves this an open question.

Fears about leakage into soil, water, and the atmosphere are bolstered by the United States Geological Survey’s study at the Frio Brine pilot project in South Liberty, Texas. The study found that the CO₂ had acidified salty water, which then dissolved surrounding minerals and carbonate materials. This unexpected reaction is concerning because these are the very materials that are supposed to contain the CO₂ for thousands of years. In particular, carbonates are important components of the cement that forms oil and gas wells, one of the potential storage site types.

CCS will require long-term storage monitoring and upkeep. This requirement both increases the cost of the technology and creates a potential environmental justice problem, as communities surrounding the sites located farthest from those who hold power may not have the power or knowledge to ensure proper monitoring and upkeep.

We simply do not—and cannot—understand the long-term consequences of CCS well enough to ensure that disastrous leakage does not occur. These are unacceptable risks to
impose on the communities that will inevitably be tapped to house CO₂ storage facilities, and unacceptable long-term risks to require future generations to inherit.

IV. CCS TECHNOLOGY HAS NOT BEEN DEMONSTRATED ADEQUATELY ENOUGH TO MAKE IT A VIABLE ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

While many of the composite parts of CCS technology have been proven on a small-scale, they have yet to be combined on the scale necessary for use at a power plant. Many large-scale pilot projects are needed for CCS to even be considered a viable option.

The DOE has sponsored some small-scale storage pilot projects, including the Frio Brine Pilot discussed above. The seven Regional Partnerships formed with the DOE as part of the Carbon Sequestration Core Program have proposed 25 pilot projects of comparable size to test storage in different types of formations. However, the MIT study condemns these projects as inadequate to demonstrate CCS’s viability.

The largest planned research and implementation CCS project was the FutureGen plant, located in Mattoon, Illinois. This plant, first announced by President Bush in 2003, was supposed to be the first large-scale, near-zero emissions coal-fired power plant in the country. Between 2003 and 2007, the federal government invested $40 million in the plant. This was in addition to the $10 million invested by private funders. Despite this significant investment, the federal government abruptly pulled all funding for the project in early 2008 when costs ballooned to $1.8 billion. The plant has been sidelined indefinitely.

A smaller project met a similar demise the same year in New York. Citing cost concerns similar to those experienced at FutureGen, the New York Power Authority (NYP) withdrew its support for an upstate New York gasification and CCS plant in July 2008. The plant, known as the Huntley project, would have required billions of dollars in government subsidies over the next 20 years to produce price-competitive power. In addition to the large and potentially increasing costs, NYP was concerned about backing a project reliant on untested technology and undetermined regulations and liability. Other CCS-related projects were canceled in 2008 as well, further decreasing the likelihood that the technology will be ready to mitigate climate change in the time needed.

The failure of the government and industry to create any adequate demonstration project reveals the true state of CCS technology: it is a pipe dream advanced by those with a stake in
coal’s survival and those who fail to recognize its inherent limitations. Continuing to invest federal funds in these schemes only serves to distract from the necessary climate mitigation measures that can be achieved through clean, renewable energy sources.

V. IT IS EXTREMELY UNLIKELY THAT LARGE-SCALE CCS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT A COMPETITIVE COST IN THE NEAR FUTURE

Predictions for the widespread availability of CCS technology range from 2020 to 2030 as the earliest likely years of implementation. Even the Electric Power Research Institute, an industry group, does not claim that they will have completed large-scale tests for another 12 years, admitting that even that is a “very aggressive target.” All projections may be overly optimistic because of the current insufficiency of scientific knowledge. For example, the MIT study states that while there is a tremendous amount of potential geo-storage formations, there remains a dearth in our knowledge of their quality. As a result, estimates of storage availability, potential, and capacity “are based on vastly simplifying assumptions about the overall rock volume.”

As has been documented, the time lag in the implementation of CCS is only one of many problems. Even if commercially-viable CCS technology became available, its adoption would require extensive government regulation addressing the injection of CO$_2$, how CO$_2$ reductions are measured and tracked, and site monitoring and closure. Although the Environmental Protection Agency has commenced this process, final rules are still years away. In addition, liability for CO$_2$ transport and storage must be established. The current lack of clarity, and the ad hoc project-by-project approach, has limited business investment in CCS. Establishing such regulations—especially for such a high-risk technology—is a time-intensive project that further postpones the date when CCS might become available.

The potential multi-decade lag in the implementation of CCS fails to respond to the immediacy of global emissions reductions necessary to mitigate climate change. To avoid climate change’s worst possible impacts we must start significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 2015. Even if the technological deficiencies of CCS are overcome and appropriate regulations created, it will not be practical in time to be a reliable climate mitigation strategy.
I. A MORATORIUM SHOULD BE PLACED ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF ALL NEW COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS.

Regardless of the dubious viability of CCS technology in climate change’s timeframe, coal is too environmentally and socially expensive to make it an acceptable source of power. The uncertain cost of coal and carbon also makes it financially indefensible. These costs have lead to increasing political and business resistance to coal.\textsuperscript{70} For example, concern about the future price of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions caused Kansas Governor Kathleen Sebelius to veto a bill that would have allowed the construction of two more coal-fired plants in the state.\textsuperscript{71} NASA scientist Jim Hansen has argued that no more coal-fired plants should be built, and existing ones will soon have to be bulldozed.\textsuperscript{72} All U.S. policy makers should be equally forward thinking and responsible by prohibiting the construction of new plants.

Future retrofits of newly constructed coal-fired plants add to the costs associated with CCS technology. New power plants are being built under the guise of being “capture ready”—an unspecified term used to justify building more dirty coal-fired plants that will continue to pollute our air and water for years to come.\textsuperscript{73} These CO\textsubscript{2}-spewing plants will have to be retrofitted with CCS technology in the future, an inefficient and costly process that will increase the cost of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions reductions by $10 to $15 per ton over already expensive new CCS plants\textsuperscript{74} and require the mining and burning of yet more coal. The significant additional costs that this will impose on both plants and consumers are likely to keep most conventional plants from ever being retrofitted.\textsuperscript{75}

To truly transition away from a coal-based energy economy, a moratorium must be placed on the construction of all new coal-fired power plants. Continued construction of these plants only serves to further our dependence on coal as an energy source. Moreover, continued construction of coal plants elongates the exposure of communities to environmental injustices, including the public health impacts resulting from co-pollutant emissions, the environmental and social destruction attendant with coal extraction and the long-term, global impact of unabated carbon emissions. Coal cannot extend its life by clinging to an unproven, financially prohibitive technology that is unlikely to be implemented at the broad scale suggested by the coal industry.
We must recognize the limitations, fallacies and injustices associated with CCS and halt the construction of all new coal-fired power plants.

II. INVESTMENT SHOULD BE SHIFTED TO PROVEN CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION STRATEGIES INCLUDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE POWER.

True climate change mitigation strategies, such as energy efficiency and renewable power, make more coal power plants unnecessary. A 2007 study by the consulting firm McKinsey and Co. found that improvements in energy efficiency combined with the expansion of renewable energy could eliminate the need for new carbon-fuel plants.76 Efficiency improvements in commercial and residential buildings alone could eliminate 70 percent of the increased energy demand forecast by the government.77 These efficiency measures could be implemented without cost or at a profit, making them far more cost effective and investment-friendly than CCS or conventional coal.78

Moreover, many of efficiency measures have a proven and impressive track record, unlike CCS. For example, through state efficiency incentives and regulations, electricity demand in California has remained steady while demand throughout the rest of the country has grown by 60%.79

Energy efficiency and renewable power offer a cost effective, proven, and nonpolluting way to address climate change immediately. Government investment in renewable, clean energy sources would demonstrate that it takes climate change seriously and is committed to mitigating its impacts on public health, the economy, and the environment in a substantive way. Continuing to invest limited public resources in unproven and dangerous technology such as CCS harms the American public and the larger global populace.

III. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD UNDERTAKE A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF CCS AS A CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION STRATEGY IN THE NECESSARY TIMEFRAME AND INVEST ACCORDINGLY.

This study must be balanced and include a consideration of the environmental justice impacts of all stages of coal use – particularly mining and burning. Should such a study reveal, as we believe, that CCS will not be useful in these next critical years, all federal coal subsidies should cease and be redirected to energy efficiency and renewable power. Even if such a study
shows that government investment in CCS for long-term climate change mitigation makes sense, the government should devote equal or greater funds to energy efficiency and renewable power. In addition, any subsidies for coal technologies should be matched by an equal investment in the communities forced to host mining, power plants, and carbon storage facilities.

IV. **THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD CHARGE POLLUTING FACILITIES FOR CARBON EMISSIONS WHILE IMPLEMENTING REGULAR ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS TO ENSURE THAT ADEQUATE CARBON REDUCTIONS ARE BEING ACHIEVED.**

A environmentally and economically just climate change solution must both reduce greenhouse gases and ensure that those facilities contributing to climate change are required to pay for their emissions. Implementing a carbon charge on polluting facilities while providing for regular environmental review of facilities emissions to ensure that adequate carbon reductions are being achieved. The combination of these two mechanisms will ensure that the most economically efficient ways to reduce GHGs are adopted. Please see the Environmental Justice Leadership Forum on Climate Change’s policy paper *Carbon Charge Proposal* for further explanation of this equitable and efficient carbon reduction policy mechanism.

V. **THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD REVISE REGULATIONS ON COAL-FIRED POWERPLANTS TO ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONCERNS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.**

Addressing the environmental justice impacts of coal power plants necessitates more than preventing false solutions like CCS and curtailing the increased use of coal through limiting new power plant construction. The lifespan of power plants causes these energy sources to create multi-generational public health, environmental and social burdens that are impacting communities now and will continue impacting them into the foreseeable future.

In light of these existing burdens, regulations governing coal-fired power plants should be revised to incorporate environmental justice into their operations. The first step in creating such regulations would be opening up regulatory revisions to public comment by the local communities that are most impacted by coal use and coal plants. These communities house thousands of “local experts” who would be able to provide the regulating agencies with suggestions on how to best incorporate environmental justice into the regulatory language.
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76 JON CREYTS ET AL., MCKINSEY & CO., REDUCING U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS: HOW MUCH AT WHAT COST? 23-25 (2007), available at http://www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/ccsi/greenhousegas.asp “Pursuing energy efficiency in electric power...has the potential to reduce the number of new coal-fired power plants needed (as projected by the Department of Energy) through 2030. Renewable energy sources that come after energy efficiency gains could enjoy the same comparative benefits—up to the point where the projected new-build plants are completely eliminated”). Significant additional CO2 emissions reduction will likely be profitable during this period as the McKinsey study is based on Energy Information Administration (EIA) data. EIA predict that the price of oil will be $60/barrel on average through 2030, a number made out of date by the 2008 increases. Id. at 25.
The range given depends on the levels of government incentives, research and development of technologies, and other factors. The report notes that these cost-saving or cost-neutral measures are not currently taken because of mismatches in incentives, lack information, and other “market inefficiencies.” In total, 1.3 to 2.0 gigatons of CO2 emissions could be eliminated by 2030 at cost or at a profit. These savings are in energy efficiency, not in large-scale uncertain investments like CCS. Id.